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1. COSMOSX INTRODUCTION  

 
 

 

Space themed metaverse 
open world, allowing 
users to interact, earn 

rewards and participate 
in new projects together. 

Incentives for users to be 
part of the network. 

Creators can build and 
sell 3D metaverse assets 
for use in the platform. 

Advanced users can build 
and run their own AI and 

automation, facilitated 
by NFT ownership and 

smart contracts

Native token, 3D NFT 
marketplace, multiple X 

to earn systems

B2B2C - Make a business 
in a virtual shopping mall
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2. COSMOSX NATIVE TOKEN  

The Cosmosx token is helping architect a central way of rewarding and incentivising people at each stage of their 
journey.  For being on the network they automatically receive the Cosmosx token. Through the X to earn methodology 
people can participate in many ventures such has “learn to earn” and “play to earn”.   Using smart contracts X to earn 
DAOS can be setup within cosmosx. This encourages synergies between users, content creators and investors. Investors 
providing liquidity will also be rewarded. 
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3. PLANETS, LAND AUCTIONS AND TOKEN LAUNCHPAD 

3D NFTs will be sold for individual planets, owners of which will be able to launch their own token. On these planets, 
buildings and assets can be created and sold as NFTs. The CosmosX NFT marketplace will be used in these transactions, as 
well as token transactions. All transactions have to pay a tax using the cosmosx token. 
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4. 3D AI NFT 

The utility of AI-NFTs will be unlocked in the CosmosX metaverse.  

NFT collections will be launched showing various categories (listed below). After buying these ‘AI-NFTs’, they are able to 
be used in the CosmosX network to provide AI capability linked to the category of the NFT.   

 

 
(Defi Example) 
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5. AI CATEGORIES  

The AI NFT functional categories and unlockable features are below. All categories include a recommendation engine, able to detect history for that user and recommend 
relevant items.  Each category includes specific functionality that enhance the value of the NFT.  

 

Defi
1.Trading bots
2.Technical Analysis
3.Portfolio Construction

Web3
1.NLP engine
2.Alerts

Sport / Health
1.Link to real life fitness 
apps

2.Fitness Content 

Music
1.AI generated music

Art
1.AI generated art

Academics
1.Courses on AI, 
blockchain

2.Training content

Construction(3D)
1.AI generated 
landscapes

2.3D asset generation

Tourism
1.Travel Discounts 
2.flight search 

Retail Shopping
1.Special offers
2.Online store discounts

AR/VR
1.AI generated VR apps
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6. BLOCKCHAIN AGNOSTIC / CROSS CHAIN COMPATIBILITY   

Cosmosx will offer multiple wallet support allowing users holding various currencies ways to connect to the network, and 
exchange tokens easily. Through the use of existing cross chain swap projects we will be able to quickly allow token 
conversations at the entry stage to the platform, allowing users holding many types of wallet to access the system. 

 

7. 3D MARKETPLACE  

CosmosX will support an interactive and immersive 3D marketplace where people can move around, view NFT’s from all 
directions, buy, sell and mint new NFT’s. The marketplace will also support standard 2D NFTs as well. In future this will be 
expanded to show physical items for sale that would benefit from a 3D experience.  
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8. RATE TO EARN 

Through the “X to earn” methodology people can participate in many ventures such has learn to earn and play to earn.  
The first such project to be launched will be a rate to earn system. 

The initial data that users will rate on will be public NFT information from existing blockchains and marketplaces including 
opensea. It will later expand to token projects, and websites within each category. 

The competition will be run each week and encourage people to come back and participate on a regular basis. Through a 
staking plan users can buy tokens and stake them on a gallery / project within a category. Depending on the proportion of 
their stake compared to the overall staked for a project they will receive a percentage of the available prize funds. The 
winner will be a random choice of the top 10 votes.  
The formula below shows the formula for a given user if they win the competition: 
 

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 =
𝑆𝑆
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇

 𝑥𝑥 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑥𝑥 𝐶𝐶𝑇𝑇 𝑥𝑥 𝑈𝑈𝑇𝑇 

 
S = Amount staked by a user on a particular gallery/NFT within a category 
Ts= Total Amount staked on the category. 
Tp= TotalPrizeFund the total made up from commissions each week from token swaps. The stake is never lost, so it’s not a 
gambling competition. 
Cp=Proportion of prize funds assigned to each category. If there are 5 categories there will be 20% assigned to each one as 
an example. 
Up= Proportion of prize going to the owner and voter – for example the owner of the NFT gallery may receive 20% of the 
prize, the person winning the voting competition may earn 80% 
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9. VIRTUAL SHOPPING MALL 

CosmosX will facilitate a “director’s club” subscription to allow users to create and run their own business in the 
metaverse. As well as allowing existing real world businesses to bring their presence inside the metaverse. Companies can 
hire users to work inside their shop fronts to talk with customers, as well as utilize the cosmosx virtual AI assistants to 
guide the customers around the store. Businesses can get a global reach 24x7.  
 
Also on offer will be the ability to white label the 3D virtual store front and place on other websites. 
 

10. VIRTUAL CITIES 

Get a chance to buy or rent an apartment near your favourite influencer by buying on a planet they occupy.  This could 
create a synergy between other people in the same network to sell products and services in a nearby business.  
 
Bespoke designs allow for creativity in plot design for example piano shaped swimming pools, and exclusive designs which 
matches the owner’s identity, interests or lifestyle. A collection of virtual interior assets will be available to purchase.  
 
Virtual advertising will also bring income for the owners of that space. 
 
Travel in style with a virtual car and space ship to travel between planets. 
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